
MUST WATCH!! 
Onward! The Climate Scam must 

be stopped! 
Piers Corbyn calls on Prime Minister 
Gordon Brown to hold debate promised  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EAV7NHZcEcY  

Blizzards on 2nd Jan 2010 on the M62 motorway near Ripponden, W Yorks, England 
Photo GETT Telegraph. Meanwhile 30 people are stranded in Yorkshire Dales for 2 
days – (BBC video)  http://tinyurl.com/yjgy3b7 .  Both confirm WeatherAction’s long 
range warning of blizzards espec in North/East 1st-3rd Jan.  
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Cruel winter to 

continue in UK 

& N Hemisphere 

through Jan AND 

Feb warns 

WeatherAction 
 

● North hemisphere reverting to cold winters of the ‘60s 

● Britain, Ireland, Europe & much of N hemisphere could be in coldest 6 

winters in 100 years.  Road salt will run out in UK. 

● Bitter cold Icy blasts and snow deluges will continue in Britain, Ireland, 

Europe, Russia, North China, Korea, Canada & USA through most of 

January & February warns WeatherAction 

Piers Corbyn astrophysicist of WeatherAction long range weather & climate forecasters today extended his 
New Year’s Eve warning of continuing cold weather in Britain, Ireland and Holland to now include a 
detailed forecast of extremes for USA (see below) & description of trends in most of the North hemisphere.  

“The cold and often snowy weather now gripping the USA, Britain, Ireland and Europe will continue 
through most of January & February in most of the N Hemisphere above 30deg North. There will be some 
milder breaks but these will be rather short” said Piers.  

Prolonged cold spells driven by solar – magnetic activity 

“The weather will come in prolonged spells of repetitive waves of similar cold types. The cause is the particular sun-
earth magnetic and particle activity state now defining the Sun-Earth relationship. Our Solar Weather Technique 
(version SWT25E) shows that there will be relatively little variety in weather types through January & February and 
what we get will be monotonously cold with few breaks and the jet stream (the track of low pressure centres) will be 
mostly well south of normal. In some respects aspects of the cold and snowy winters of the 60’s are back, however 
overall it will not be as cruel as 1962/63 which was the coldest since 1739/40”. 

“This cold weather is not directly because we are in a period of relatively low solar activity. There will be renewed 
solar activity in the coming 60 days but we are at the start of an EVEN sun-spot cycle (number 24) which are generally 
colder than odd cycles even when there are lots of sunspots.  Other factors also come into play – such as lunar effects; 
but CO2 is not one of them. The theory of man-made CO2 driven Global Warming & climate change is failed science 
based on fraudulent data and it has no forecasting power or value”, he said. 

“This winter marks the end of any credibility in the theory of man-made CO2 driven Climate Change of global 
warming zealots; and the beginning of continuing general decline in world temperatures which will stay below recent 
levels for at least 100 years (6). Honest greens who want to defend nature’s bounteousness had best bail out now or 
they will get dragged down with the fraudsters.  
“The recent superb article by Richard North in the Daily Mail (1) points out the continuing failure of the Met Office’s season 
ahead forecasts and their role as a main propagandist for man-made climate change casts doubt on their competence and 
impartiality. The Met Office loudly claim the UK in 2009 was the 14th warmest since 1914 (2) without highlighting the key 
fact that the UK and world are now in a cooling trend (even using their own suspect data). The fact it has been warm 



recently (even if not as warm as they claim) proves nothing about cause particularly since CO2 is rising rapidly while 
world temperatures are falling.  The Met Office also claiming that 2010 could be the warmest on record (3).  It beggars 
belief that they make these brazen claims while their foundation is now shown to be based on fraudulent ‘cherry-picking’ of 
data exposed by ClimateGate revelations and in which they are implicated [see (1), (4), (5) & (7)]” said Piers. 

Met Office, BBC & brainwashing Press challenged  

“Since the main world standard temperature series is based on fraudulent data and the Met Office has been accused of 
improper practices by the Russians [as reported in the Daily Express (5)] one must question the recent figures and forecasts 
they produce for the UK and the world.  It is absurd that the Met Office is both involved in making the Global Warmist 
forecasts desired by politicians - who shovel £millions of taxpayers money into their ‘climate research’; and are involved in 
producing the data to ‘test’ these same ‘forecasts’!  It reminds one of bankers triple A rating their own financial 
derivative products even whilst those were being questioned as fraud.  It’s time the BBC, Independent, Guardian, 
New Scientist and New York Times - for example - stop this baseless CO2-Climate Change brainwashing”. 
“As far as WeatherAction and other genuine evidence-based science practitioners are concerned (see video (6)) the University of 
East Anglia (CRU) ‘world standard’ data is provenly fraudulent and unreliable and only satellite data over the last decade or so has 
any credibility.  If the Met Office wants to make any pronouncements they must use satellite data the collection of which is 
independent of the University of East Anglia and is supervised by organisations independent of the Met Office”, said Piers. 
(1) http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1240082/It-gigantic-supercomputer-1-500-staff-170m-year-budget-So-does-Met-Office-wrong.html  
(2)  http://www.telegraph.co.uk/topics/weather/6924091/Britains-weather-in-2009-wetter-warmer-and-sunnier.html  
(3)  http://www.independent.co.uk/environment/climate-change/2010-could-be-warmest-year-on-record-1837856.html  
(4) VIDEO & further info and News of Ice canal race in Holland in WANews1001 = http://climaterealists.com/index.php?id=4768&linkbox=true&position=1  
(5) http://climaterealists.com/index.php?id=4689  & http://www.express.co.uk/posts/view/146517/Climate-change-lies-by-Britain  
(6) http://climaterealists.com/index.php?id=3307 and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VakA4-qAuWE  
 

WeatherAction HEADLINE forecast for USA & South CANADA Jan 2010 AND NOTES on Feb 2010 

General developments forecast highlighting extreme events:  

USA & South Canada in Jan and Feb 2010 will have continuing unusually cold snowy / icy 
weather with a series of blizzards /snow deluges and ice storms (dates in full forecast). 
There will be few breaks in the generally much colder and snowier than normal theme 
through both months, although the South will be milder at times giving thaw floods.     

Full forecasts for Britain & Ireland or USA (via World extremes box): http://www.weatheraction.com/member.asp 
 

Climate Change Policy costs lives 
“ALL the predictions of CO2-based Global Warming / Climate Change ‘Theory’ since 2000 have failed as has the pretence of 
standard meteorology to do long range forecasting. The world is cooling while CO2 is rising, there have been less damaging 
storms not more and all the other alarmist claims of the Global Warmers have been shown to be untrue  
(see  http://tinyurl.com/y9alboe & 

John Coleman founder of the Weather 
Channel http://tinyurl.com/ydj63hf  
 

The lesson of 2009 for Global 
Warming Policy is that it must 
stop. The lesson of 2009 for solar 
based long-range forecasting (the 
SWT*) is that it works - as has 
been demonstrated dramatically on 
many occasions especially for 
extreme weather events. The 
simultaneity of world weather 
extreme events is 
incomprehensible to standard 
meteorology but follows 
naturally from the SWT, which 
can also predict extreme weather 
events from many months ahead   
 

STOP use of fraudulent data! - SIGN Downing St Petition!  
http://petitions.number10.gov.uk/UEACRU/ 

'We the undersigned petition the Prime Minister to suspend the Climate Research Unit at the University of East Anglia from preparation 
of any Government Climate Statistics until the various allegations have been fully investigated by an independent body.'  

The link is easy to use  It Emails you back for 'signature' confirmation.   Please sign & forward to someone else to sign.  

(7) FACTS! ClimateGate Revelation File  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cu_ok37HDuE&feature=player_embedded  
 

WAno101 Copenhagen a frozen Flop – InfoWars & YouTube & World Forecasts links -  http://climaterealists.com/?id=4720  
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1237765/AA-blames-councils-failing-grit-roads-sooner-thousands-motorists-left-trapped-overnight.html  


